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Bluetooth 3.0

USB for reconfiguration, firmware update, acquired data monitoring…

Wifi for recorded data upload, configuration download and firmware update, 
optional external antenna…

3G+ for recorded data upload, configuration download and firmware update

GPS (GNSS 10Hz optional)

Accelerometer/Gyroscope record, event, crash detection, freefall detection…Accelerometer/Gyroscope record, event, crash detection, freefall detection…

MQTT, M2M communication protocol

SSL/SSH: secure communication protocol.

Android application for fleet management.

The characteristics given below are presented for the standard product. They can be customized 
for your own application upon request.

To extend use-case possibility the DunaDiag can be interfaced with an external unit using UART or SPI protocol. For 
instance it can be interfaced with RFID reader to lock or unlock the DunaDiag. As written before, DunaDiag firmware can 
be customized for particular needs, ask DunaSYS in purpose.

Options

+

+
Android application 

for fleet management

Vehicle driving tests

autonomous data recording

vehicle fleet management

energy saving

remote diagnostic

Dunadiag is a versatile device for monitoring and 
controlling remotely a mobile system. Thanks to its 

diversity of connectivity capabilities it is an ideal tool for multiple 

applications in a variety of industries :

DunaDiag configuration and data management software

Configuration
To configure the DunaDiag, the configuration file is stored on 
the SD card. At start-up the DunaDiag will read the file and start 
action accordingly. This can be customized so that the 
configuration is embedded in the internal memory.

Data management
TheThe software make easier the management of the recorded 
data by providing the following features :
- Log file format conversion to .txt format
- Log file data filtering and extraction (.csv format)
- Graphic plotting

Technical support
The purchase of DunaDiag includes one year access to remote technical support 
Support is provided from France. By email: support@dunasys.com

Repair
WhileWhile you may never need your hardware repaired, Dunasys understands that unexpected events 
may lead to necessary repairs. Dunasys offers repair services performed by his technical staff who 
will quickly return your device with the guarantee that it will perform to factory specifications. For 
more information contact your sales contact.

DunaDiag is delivered with configuration software to manage the configuration and to analyze 
recorded data.

Data acquisition
The following data can be measured by the DunaDiag:
- CAN frame (High Speed, Low Speed)
- GPS information (latitude, longitude, Speed, Date, HDOP)
- Digital input
- DunaDiag Real Time Clock (value and GPS synchronization status)
- ADC- ADC

Trigger Event
The following input can be used to trigger some action in the DunaDiag:
- CAN ID    - Latitude   - Speed   - DunaDiag RTC   - ADC
- CAN Signal   - Longitude  - Date   - Logic input
Each trigger event can be programmed with a logical formula.

Data storage on SD Card
CanCan information, ADC inputs, IO events, Accelerometer and Gyroscope events can be recorded. 
Recorded data can be customized.

Data transmission by GSM
In this mode, received CAN frames can be transmitted to server through the 3G connection. Data to be 
transmitted can be customized : CAN, ADC, GPS, ACC, GYR, ALERTS
The transmission is triggered by the DunaDiag or by defined events.
Also possible to upload the data file, firmware and configuration update.

Output ControlOutput Control
The Logical output can be controlled on triggered event.

Sleep Mode
After 10s silence on CAN the DunaDiag Automatically switch to sleep mode.
The DunaDiag will wake up as soon as CAN activity resumes.
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